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Summary
 

Article presents a critique of the results,
 

assumptions, and policies commonly associated
 

with agricultural credit projects ir, low Income 

countries. An outline of new views on these 

projects is 1.1 so oresented that stresses vol

untary savins mobilization :and positive real 

rates of interest. Several exlanations are 

-iven why so tw or these newrviews have been 

accepted by nel icymakers. 

The past :several deode.s aid agencies have spent large 

amounts of money on rural fit:ancial market (RF71) projects. 

These projects; have been as:;,oclated with :;!bstawtial In

creases in the number of ins I; ti t.io.!P; urov d' nij, ornvmal 

loans in low T.-come couw.ries (LIC), as well as lncreases 

in amounts lent. C,,rrentlj the volurwe of new ag'ricultural 

loans in low income countries t:, between 'O rind )10 billion 

,]ollars oer y/ear. In np.trrt, lnte rest in agri-ult ,nal credit 

* 	 Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, 
2120 Fyffe Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210. 
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projects results from the ease with which these projects
 

can be carr-,i naut, *nd tho feeling that loars are a 

vital part of a packane of inouts needed to stimulate 

change in aqricalture. Some policymakers have also felt 

that cheap credit is an effective way of treating rural 

poverty. This emphasis on loans to stimulate production
 

and to help the poor has dive twd attention from the 

basic roles that rural financil markets ought to play in 

development. While some atten tion has been given to 

overall resource misalibcation caused by RFM policies, 

little attention is paid to how NFMs Intermediate between 

savers and borrowers. Likewise, very little attention 

has been 4iven to how RFM policies affect overall income 

and wealth distribution and how polit ical forces use 

financial 3ystems to further their own aims. Even less 

attntion has been !ivon to how various policies affect 

the vitality of RFMs. 

Traditional Arricultural Credit Projects 

Many apricultural credit projects carried out in the 

past tweity years in LTCs have been similar (Donald). 

Part of this is due to the replication in uhese countries 

of financial institutions that were s iccessful in several 

developed countrios: credit unions, credit cooperatives, 

private banks, and supervised credit aqencies (Belshaw). 

Additional similarities are due to the common assumptions
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that underlie most of these projects (Technical Coopera

tion Administration). Many of these assumptions relate
 

to loan demand. Thuse assumptions can be grouped Into 

those reiating to saver-borrower behavior, those relat

ing to lender behavior, and those tied to the performance 

of rural financial markets. Common assumptions about 

saver-borrower behavior are that the rural poor cannot 

save and theretore will not resoond to incentives or 

opportunities to save, that most farmers need cheap loans 

and supervision before they will adopt new technoloqies 

or make major farm invstments, and that lons In-kind 

are used in the form granted. Common assumptions about 

lender behavior are that informal lenders are evil and 

charge borrowers rates of interest which are excassively 

high, that the rural poop do not receive formal loans 

because formal lenders are too risk averse, that nation

alized lenders can be made to ignore thei.r own profits 

and losses to service riskier customers and t,he rural 

ooor, and that all formal lnrdors can be !nduced to 

closely follow government reotulakions in allocating finan

cial services. At a national level it is commonly assumed 

that cheap credit is an effcient way of off-settinq pro

duction disincentives caused by low product pricss or high 

input prices, that loan luotan esta blishod in the capital 

city are efficient ways of allocating loans elsewhere, 

that loans should be a part of a package of inputs, that 
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only production loans should be made, and that RFM vitality
 

is not related to projects and policies. Pecent research
 

is showin7 that practically all of these assumptions are 

either weak or incorrect.
 

Because so many institutions and assumptions are 

similar, it should not he surprising that RFM policies 

and techniques in LICs are al:o v.ry simIla". For ex

ample, heavy emphasis has been placed on creating new 

financial institutions t) service particular rural needs 

or target groups such as the rural poor. These institu

tions generally do not offer fInanclal savings facilities. 

Instead they depend largely on central banks, government 

budgets, and foreinn aid to Audtheir loans. Lnw inter

est rates are usually assigned to formal loans and sav

ings deposits alike, there by nenalinitg savers. Governments 

typically try tc force lenders to allocate loans 'Sc priority 

groups through quota systems, political persuasion, nation

alization of banks, or special inducements. Lenders
 

quickly find ways to subvert many of these regulations,
 

however.
 

While some RFMs work better than others, a number of 

common oroblems stand out in many countries. These in

clude very serious loan renayment problems in all too 

many countries, very little medium and lon7 term formal 

credit, and high loan transaction costs for some borrowers 

and lenders. These transaction costs discourage some 



from seeking formal loans, and also discourage lenders 

from serving certain groups. These costs include wait

ing in line, transportation costs, iribes, l] ai and 

title fees, paperwork ,xpenses, and time lost from 

work to deal with thee demands. Even more serious, in 

all too many countoles nolicins have been ineffective 

in allocating a Kl]rEr share of formal loans to agricul

ture In general and to the rural poor in particular be

cause the risks, returns and costs of doing so are unat

tractive to fcrmal lenders. A less obvtous nroblem re

lates to the nature of innovation taking place In RIMs. 

Most of this innovation is Increasing r:ther than decreas-

Ing the total cost to soc.iety of financial Intermediation. 

Many of these "distorted" .t novations are defensive in 

nature; that is, they emerge in response to various reuia

tions such as loan portfolio quotas and interest rate 

cellings. Most serious of all, it a,!ea5"r; that onorat ions 

of RFMs In most countries are resultlIng in inefficient 

allocation of resources, causingc Income aW, asset ownep

ship concen rat ion, and also cau.sin g financlal resources 

to flow out of low income apeas and, in many cases, divert

ing resources out of agriculture. 

Over the past few years an Increasing number of ob

servers have criticized RPM nor formance. They argue that 

too little attention has been given to the economic and 
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policy environment that influences RFM performance. These
 

critics have also challenced the validity of many assump

tions on which RRYT projects are hii I t They arte al so at

tacking policies commonly used to Influence the behavior 

markets as a whole.of lenders, borrowers, and financial 

Ubiquitous low interest rate policies have taken the 

brunt of these attacks. 

Out of' these criticisms, a new consensus nas emerged 

on changes needed in RM projects so that publically

stated goals and the performance (-f RFMs can be more 

closely synchronized (Lipton). Despite this consensus, 

very few chang<es In rur'il financialthere have been 

market projects to date. We speculate in the last section 

of this parer on why these- c.hang,,es are slow in coming. 

New Views on Rural ?'In.nancial Market rojects 

A key element In the new consensus is the identifica

tion of' the expected real rate of interest as a major 

lender behaviordeterminant of borrower, saver and 

(Gonzalez-Vega, McKinnon, Shaw). Real rates are also 

to strongly Influence the overall I)erformance ofthought 

The rate intel'rst definedfinancial markets. veal of is 

as the nominal rate of interest (the contractural rate) 

index for the economy.adjusted by some overall. price 

change in the price index is greaterWhen the percentage 

than the nominal rate of interest, the real rate of
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Generally fixed and concessionary
interest is negative. 


rates of interest combined with sustantial inflatinn in
 

the 1970s have resulted In noevative real
most LICs during 

rates of :Ih ,,a in mist RIUM. 

low real ratesProponents of the new view argue that 


of interest seriously disrupt the supply side of the 

rates on savings definancial system. Because Interest 

savers minimize the amount of f2nancialposits are low, 

savings they hold. This forc es Feemnl lenders to rely 

Poor people in ruralon external Funds to finance loans. 

areas are especially disidvantaged by these low interest 

savins. it difficult assemblerates on They find to 

enough funds to acquire many types of assets. They are 

cash , crop inventoriesthus forced to hold civ1n ,s In 

or to consume what might otherwise beor livestock, 


saved. Fuirthermore, bec iuse the Funds lent in these pro

grams are not locally mobilized, borrowers feel less ob

funds that are "owned" by national or
liged to repay 


foreign govurnmnGiis.
 

of lending to agriculture
Because the risks and costs 


the rural poor in particular, are
in general, and to 


other economy,often higher than for loans to parts of the 

rural areas,
formal lendw,3 tend to shy from lending In 

even with goyvermeit pres suire to serve ayr I ,utItumroe. Ihenders 

have even less incentive to lend to agriculture and the 

rural poor when interest rate regulations set even lower 
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rates on agricultural loans than can be charged on other
 

loans (Araujo and Meyer). The same economic forces
 

cause formal lenders to shorten the loan term structure
 

and allate 1hilr funds into a more concentrated and
 

less risky portfolio when expected rates of inflation
 

increase.
 

Governments have used a number of techniques and
 

policies, up to and including the nationalization of banks,
 

to force formal lenders to ignore their own profit and loss
 

considerations, and .serve some social objective or target
 

group not reached through market criteria. Generally,
 

the results of those offrts have been disappointing (Kane). 

It Js virtually inp ssibl fOr a government to monitor and 

enforce credit rit Ionin policles when hundreds or thousands 

of formal loans re made in widely disbursed areas of the
 

country. Keriders, for exa:rple, may meet the letter of the 

law by simply reclassifying loans to meet quota requirements.
 

Negative real rates of interest also disrupt loan 

demand. If expected Interest r'ite s are neq<attve, the hor

rower may realize an income transfer by taking n loan, In

vesting the money In a non-productive asset that inflates 

in value, and later liquidating the asset to repay the
 

loan. With negative real rates of Interest some loan de

mand may be for acquiring this income transfer rather
 

than for making productive use of loans (Boulding and
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Wilson). The excess loan demand stemming from the negative
 

interest rates may also cause the lender to create a number
 

of administrative hurdles that ' ie the loan transaction 

costs for ntiwl n wbe arn n S.n en fi1ablepn Porr wrew s 

clients. In this way the lender effectively discourages 

loan demand from bome potential borrowers without violat

ing policy manle s. In the end, lenders squeeze out small 

borrowers and concentvate their loans on larger borrowers 

who have the best collateral. 

The new consensus also Includes much more positive 

attitudes toward informal financial markets (Barton and 

Bouman). Informal inrlders are t hou ht to provide valuable 

services, and impose lower costs on most borrowers than 

had been generally thoght. For the rural p oor, Informal 

loans may be 1ossn stly than formal loans when total 

loan transaction costs for the new and small borrower 

are carefully calculated. 

The new consensus goes on to suggest that the rural 

poor may have muph larger saving, capacities than hereto

fore thought when they are given adeqliate oppotunitles 

and incenutives to save (Mdams). i1 Aso holds that bor

rowers of agricultural credit aro Pre lKkely to repay 

their loans if a substantlal part of the money lent iK 

mobilized via depsi in local Thesavinas ::; the aro. 

new consensus also holds that borrowers' loan transaction 

costs are more important in determining loan demand among
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In consmall and new borrowers than are interest rates. 


trast, large and experiencel borrowers may be vr-ry sensi

tive to changes in interest rates because interest pay

merits miake up a large part of their total borrowing costs 

and hidden loan transaction costs are negligible. The 

new views also posit that overall savings behavior in 

rural areas is quite sensitiv, to changes in real rates
 

of interest paid on deposits, but Tnat interest rates
 

and loan supervision have a weak effect on decisions to
 

adopt new technology or make on-rarm investments. In 

this case, product prices are much stronger incentives. 

a very strong InfluenceInterest rates do, however, have 


on lenders' behavior (formal lenders as well as formal
 

savers). The intercust r'ites also have a very powerful
 

on the overall. vitality of RFMs and their ability
affect 


and willingness to perform vital developmental roles.
 

With long periods of negative real rates of interest,
 

lenders ire forced to rely on permanent subsidies to cover
 

their operating expenses, to cut back on their scale of 

operations or go out of business altogether. 

Critics have also questioned attempts to include loans 

part of a package of inputs. They argue that packagingas 


loans and use of other similar non-market rationing devices
 

diminishes the most attractive and useful property of
 

finance, fungibility. It is the fungibility of money that
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allows it to be converted into any good or service avail

able in the market (Von Pischke and Adams).
 

Some observers are also r-,estioning the way tradi

tional credit projects are evaluated. They argue that
 

too much emphasis and time has been spent on trying to
 

measure the impact of loans at the farm level. Because
 

loans and money in general are fungible, and readiy mix
 

with other liquid assets, it is very difficult and costly
 

to accurately measure the impact of the additional li

quidity provided by a loan to farm-households (Barry 

Hopkin and Baker). They go on to point out that even 

when loans are given in-kind, it is relatively easy for 

the borrower to convert the goods lent into cash and use 

this to purchase any good or service available to the 

borrower (David and Meyer). Even when loans are closely
 

supervised, it may be possible for borrowers to substi

tute purchases made with loan monies for purchases that
 

might oeherwise have been made with other owned liquid 

assets. It is very difficult to sort out the changes in 

household expenditures that are due to a loan, and isolate 

how many of thence activities would have occurred without a 

loan. Because the farm-household lmpact°. of loans are 

30 diff4 't to measure, the new consensus holds that the 

per, r- , and vitality of the lender and of overall 

RFMs may be more useful measures of the success or failure
 

of a credit project. They also argue that rural financial
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markets ought to be encouraged to better service the fi

nancial needs of nonfarm rural enterprises. Employment 

by these enterprises may have a more significant impact
 

than small farmer loan programs.
on rural poverty 


Key Elements in a New RFM Strategy 

The new consensus on RFM projects challenges many of 

the assumptions and policies that have been vital parts
 

of LIC agricultural credit projects in the past. It also
 

argues that the results from these projects are not con

sistent with efficiency or equity goals. While the
 

specific suggestions for improving the results of RFM
 

projects must be time and place specific, a few general
 

of these new views.
suggestions do emerge out 


One of the most prominent suggestions is that more
 

flexible interest rates should be a key factor in improv

ing the results from most RFM projects. Nominal rates of
 

interest must be flexible so that they go up and down
 

on both credit and
with inflation. Interest rate policies 


deposits should be aimed at maintaining relatively stable
 

and positive real rates of interest. Lenders (banks and
 

savers) must expect to receive positive real returns from
 

their financial transactions if RFMs are to function
 

equitably and efficiently.
 

With more attractive incentives for savers, RFMs
 

could be encouraged to mount major saving mobilization
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schemes in rural areas. Changing the image of who owns
 

the money lent will improve loan repayment. If formal
 

lenders were able to depend less on central banks, foreign 

aid and government budgets for funds, they would experience 

less political interference. If lenders like cooperatives
 

were able to provide attractive savings deposit facilities
 

to their members, it would give more cooperative members
 

strong reasons for being active members. In early stages
 

of development, savings mobilization should receive top
 

priority in RFM activities, and loans should receive
 

secondary attention.
 

In most cases it also appears that the building of
 

new specialized credit institutions to service fragmented
 

needs in rural areas should receive less attention.
 

Rather, attention should be directed to understanding why
 

existing financial institutions are not providing the
 

types and amount of services desired. Policy changes 

should be aimed at providing more incentives to existing 

lenders to expand their services in the desired directions. 

Governments and aid agencies must also be careful
 

when they introduce additional loanable funds into RFr~s 

via special rediscount facilities in central banks. If 

these facilities provide funds to RFMs at lower rates 

than rural lenders are required to pay on savlngs deposits,
 

lenders are discouraged from aggresively mobilizing vol

untary savings deposits. Loan guarantees or adjustments
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in reserve requirements may be better ways to encourage
 

lenders to service particular tarqet groups.
 

Finally, RVM r'rojech would be improved if designers 

and polic.mak.rs stoned viwIci loans as inputs Aimilar 

to fertilizer, labor, seeds, or breeding stock. Rather, 

loans must be view, 71 for what they are, pieces of paper 

that allow the borrower soarma l over alddttional goods 

and services that n:y or may not be used for the purposes 

stated in the loan application. Instead of trying to 

ration this command over resources In predetermined lumps 

to thousands of borrowers, policy akers should orovide 

proper incentives for lenders-mobilizers to perform in 

more socially desrable ways. The focus should 5e on 

inducing KFUAs as n whole to sorvIce bet,ter the credit 

and deposit needs of a much broader clientele in rural 

arcAs. Along with this, RFMs should also be given strong 

inducements tc adopt innovations that reduce the total 

social costs of financIal intermediation. RFMs cannot be 

used to transfer cheap credit to t iousands or millions 

of small, previously unserviced farmers. If rovernments 

attempt to push this strategy, the cheap credit will
 

mostly end up in the hands of the wealthy. Other methods
 

must be used to helD the rural poor.
 

http:polic.mak.rs
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Why So Little Change in RFM 
Projects and Policies? 

There are at least four major explanattons for why 

there has been so little change in agricultural credit 

projects the ast seveal decdds, even though a nubt 

of people are heavily criticizing the results of tradi

tional projecTs. The first reason might be that the 

new views n ,- incorrect or that they are based on faulty 

research or on research done on cases or areas that make 

generalization inappropriate. It seems to us that, 

while additional research would be usefol, enough infor

mation is at hand and enough knowledgeable people agree 

on the results of this research so that the ,eneraliza

tions al ng the lines presented above are warranted. 

A seco.d reason for so little change might be that 

it takes a good deal of time for nolicymakers to under

stand, accept, and adopt the ideas included in the aew 

consensus. Many of the viewn in this new consensus 

challenge d~oV-fl about RP'Ps that have deep historical roots 

whose "truth" his been reinforced in "he minds of policy

makers by endless repetition, numerous horror stories, 

and even religious teachin7s. Old ideas die very hard! 

A third explanation might be that policymakers 

understand that RM orolects are not working well and 

that elimination of some RFM distortions might improve 

resource allocation and help meet equity goals. The 
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reasons these policy changes are not made are that di3tor

tions in RF-,Is are often justified as off-sets to other 

distortions in the economic system that penalize agricul

ture (rogel). These other distortions may be overvalued 

exchange rates, prict controls on food, import regulations, 

taxing policies, or sectoral investment strategies favor

ing industry. The distortionr in HFMs are second best 

measures to partially off-set these other distortions. To 

the extent that ciicumstances continually force the adoption 

of broader macroeconomic nolicies that penalize agriculture 

policymakers may feel compelled to resort permanently to 

concessionary priced credit progrrams to help the 
sector
 

adopt satisfactorily to these other penalizing measures.
 

Some argue that it .lould be impossible to institute an

propriate policy adjustment to make RFMs perform more 

satisfactorily unless these other distortions are also re

moved. Thus, the prospects for effective reform of RFM 

policies becomes inextricably tied up in the difficult 

tasks of reforming the entire structure of the economy. 

A final reason for the lack of chanre in RFI policies 

may be due to the fact that the nolitical system finds 

that tne current performance of RI'Is is satisfory (Ladman 

and innermeler). That is, political forces in the country 

may be more than satisfied with the results of distortions 

introduced by negative real rates of interest in RFMs because 
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they result in the allocation of political patronage in
 

the form of applied income transfers to those influential
 

people in the economy who end un receiving most of the
 

as
cheap credit. Distortions in interest rates as well 


other price distortions, caused by fixed exchange rates,
 

import and export regulations and l1censes allow the po

i
litical system to allocate "ad m inistrat ve orofits . " If 

interest rates were raised to equillbrium levels, the po

litical system would have no cheap credit to hand out to
 

those favored patrons and strong supporters of the political
 

system.
 

One might ask why individuals in society who are dis

advantaged by low interest rate policies do not organize
 

to press for more approprlate policies. An explanation
 

for this is that large numbers of widely disbursed in

dividuals (i.e. small to medium-sized farmers) are dis

advantaged by current interest rate policies. They are 

excl led from access to formal credit because "C the 

credit rationing process. Others are pa!d low returns on 

their small savings or decide not to save at all in finan

form because of the low retur n, which with inflation
cial 


erode the purchasing power of their :ivins depnsits. When 

a large number of people are only hurt a small amount by 

a policy, it is difficult to mobilize these individuals 

true
into political action for reform. The opposite is 




for those who benefit from low interest rate policies.
 

Since the size of the benefit is proportional to the size
 

of the loan, large borrowers receive very large benefits 

Many who receive
from concessionary interest rates. 


these benefits are powerful individuals in the political

economic system. Any policy changes that might reduce
 

the amowit of benefits they r ceive thro.Agh cheap credit 

draws immediate and strong reactions. This may be one
 

why a number of powerful economic interests
of the reasons 

are so tolerant of inflation. Inflation along with low 

and inflexible interest rate policies allow those with 

largeaccess to concessionary priced loans to receive 


rates of
income transfers because of the negative real 


Inflation also allows the political systeminterest. 


to mask the magnitudes ad directions of the political 

patronage transferred through the financial system. in 

most cases it is not a conspiracy among a few individuals 

in fixed nomin:al interest rates, Inflationthat results 

real rates of interest rates.oressures, and negative 

Rather, it is a convergence of interests that result in 

oncethe popularity of negative real rates of interest 

they have beccme established through rising rates of
 

inflation.
 

The new consensus attacks traditional RFM projects, 

and suggests ways these projects can be reformulated so
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canthat efficiency, equity and capital formation goals 

be realized. These views call for a major overhual in 

how RFMs are used in development. Despite LK 6w'sAtio 

criticisms, advocates of the new views have said very 

little about the nuts and bolts of transiating this con

into new policies and projects. The substantial
sensus 


number of articles, papers, books, conferences and work

shops thaE have pushed these new views have not been suf

ficient to convince pol cyiakers to abandon traditional 

RFM projects. A very small amount of experimentation 

along the lines of the new consensus is taking place in 

pilot projects in Peru and in Bangladesh, but it s sur

p-rising that more experimentation is noO c'rried out 

since som of the new views can be tested in small pilot
 

projects that have very small start-up and close-down
 

fail Lo push these types
costs. Do external aid agencies 


of experiments because they lead to self-help activities
 

rather than large loans or grants typically involved in
 

traditional credit projects? 

We do not have a crystal ball that allows us to fore

cast the thin~s that must be done to got policy changes 

made that are necessary to improve the performance of RFMs 

in LICs. Some further testing of the views presented in 

the new consensus prob nooded to further v riNis .!hv f 

the policy changes suggested. It is also likely that more 

communication between researchers who are arguing for the 
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new views and policymakers is needed to cla'ify the com

plicated and confusing issues involved. Resrarchers also
 

need to do a more ireful job of documentingjthe results 

of current projects and RPM policies, and clarifying the 

extent to whih RFK stort.Ins dre or are not efficient, 

second-best adjustments to off-set other economic distor

tions. Resarchers may also Ke able to help i entify 

changes in policies outside RVMs that may compensate groups 

who lose benefits because of financial mapket reforms. 

However, this approach will only be poss'hle in those 

cases where the Implied subsidies flowing through financial 

markets are relatively smiai, real rates of interest are 

not highly concassonary or the total amount of formal 

agricultural credit is rnot large. 

In those cases where real rates of interest are 

highly negative, larae amounts of money .re lent through 

RFMs and/or loan repayment performance is very poor, it 

will be very difficult to devise ways to "buy-off" through 

compensating po lcien those prnuos that are currently re

ceiving major income transfers through RFKs. If a group 

has the cower to maintain Interest rate policies that re

sult in large income transfers to them or repel repayment 

pressures, they likely already have the political clout
 

to manipulate other policies such as product prices, public
 

investments, and new technology development to their ad

vantage.
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In light of these new views, what can bilateral and 

multilateral agencies do to assist low Income countries 

with HFM prcjects? Clearly, some sirport for further re

search and conmunication of the new vaws on RMs is one 

way these agencies can contribute. Even more Importanitly, 

however, these agencies should form a united front toward 

.individual LI.. on the types of policy changs that are 

necessary to make RFMs perform in a more satisfactory way., 

It does ltte inod fOr the World Bank, or example, to 

take a strong stand on the need for posRItve real rates 

of interest in RFMs in a given country if another aid 

agency is willing to lend money for aqricultural credit 

projects In that same country with no interest rate strings 

attached (i.e. at negativc real rates of interest). 

It will be much easter for aid agencies to induce 

flexibility in interest rate policies in those countries 

where real rates of interest are already generally positive. 

Aid agencLes , in these countries, might make "a intainance 

of positive real rates of interest a requirement of any 

new project in these cases. In those countries where 

real rates of Interest are already high ly negative it will 

be much more difficult to encournge governments to adopt 

flexible Interest rate policies that result in positive 

real rates of interest Vor the reasons suggested above. 

In these cases it may be more appropriate for the aid 
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agencies to avoid making commitments to RPM projects until
 

to result in pnslivp
rates of inflation dsclino enough 

real rates. 'W'hen this occirs the agency might push adop

tion of flexible interest rate policies as part of anv 

new loans or grants aimed at RFs. 

Twenty years ago development experts began to realize 

that rural people in low income countries were able to 

even though many were not able to read. Schultz,count, 

Hopper ana others providd a valuable service by selling 

the profession on the rationality of farmers in LICs. 

Currently, almost all knowledgeable persons working in 

of farmers in LiCe todvelopment respect the ability 

and respond to proefficiently allocate their re-sourcen 

new ten hn)logy in raduct prices, input price&, and the 

development profestional ways. It Is past time that the 

sion recognized that these same individuals will and do 

make simL! r rational decisions when they participate in 

low policiesfinancial markets. Current interest rate 

are making it virtually impossible to induce formal 

provide needed loan and deposit services tolenders to 

the rural noor. Financial systems will not produce the 

types of products needed to satisfy generally accepted 

more enlightened interest ratedevelopment goals unless 

policies are adopted.
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Finally, there is a high social opportunity cost as

sociated with the usc of budgotary resources in LICs for
 

programs that result in credit subsidies to a limited 

number of farmers. These resources could go to such 

things as crop insurance or minimum price programs that 

reduce the risks and costs of marketing for a much 

broader population of farmers. This policy shift would 

guarantee a far more efficient and equitable use of 

scarce resources than the current myopia associated with
 

the large scale and inequitable diversion of scarce re

sources into shor6 term credit proqrams that do little 

or nothing to improve the long run rate of return of ag

ricultural investment for the majority of farmers. 
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